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Abstract 
Kim, J.H., On 3-colorings of E(K,), Discrete Mathematics I 18 (1993) 269-273. 
Let j’(s, k) be the least n such that if we 3-color E(K,) there is either a matching of size s of the first 
color or a tree with k vertices in one of the other colors. We prove f(s, k) = max { s + k - 1,2s}. 
1. Introduction 
Letf(s, k) be the least n such that if we 3-color E(K,) there is either a matching of 
size s of the first color or a tree with k vertices in one of the other colors. Here K, is the 
complete graph on [n] := { 1, 2, . . . , JZ}. More formally, letting 
v(G)= the matching number of graph G, 
c(G)=max{lCI: C c V(G), C is connected in G} 
we define, for s3 1, k>2, 
f(s, k)=min{n: If E(K,) is the disjoint union of E(G,), E(G,) and E(G,), 
then v(G1)3s or max{c(G,), c(G,)}3k}. 
The problem of determining f(s, k) was raised by Bialostocki [l]. 
Notice first of all that: 
(a) If we color edges {i, j} eE(K,) 2 if 1 < i, j < k - 1 and 1 otherwise, we need at least 
s + k - 1 vertices to get a matching of size s, 
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(b) If we color all edges 1, at least 2s vertices are required to force a matching of 
size s. 
Thus we have the lower bound 
f(s, k)amax{s+k--1,2s}. 
Here we prove that equality holds in (1): 
(1) 
Theorem. f(s, k)=max{s+k-1,2s). 
2. Proof of Theorem 
The proof of theorem is based on several lemmas and propositions. 
Before stating the first of these, we need the following notation and definitions. 
Notation. exy = {x, Y }, C=[n]\C 
Definitions. For C c [n] and a graph G on [n], a matching & in G is called good w.r.t. 
(C, G) if 
(a) l&l =v(G) and 
(b) the number l{e,,~&: e,,nCl=l}J is largest among all maximum matchings 
in G 
where as usual IAl means the cardinality of set A. Also, we will call an edge eXyE_&’ 
with Ie,.n Cl = 1 a crossing edge w.r.t. (C, JL’), or just a crossing edge if C and k! are 
obvious. For a matching J%’ in a graph G on [n], define 
We will use M and R instead of M,, RA if the identity of _4? is clear. 
Proposition 1. Let n = max {s + k, 2sf and suppose E(K,) is the disjoint union ofE(G,), 
E(G,) and E(G,), with v(G1)=s- 1 3 1, c(G2)= k 22. Then, for a$xed connected subset 
C of G2 with ) Cl = c(G,), c(G3) < k implies that RM is in a connected subset of G3 for 
every good matching A! w.r.t. (C, G,). 
To prove this proposition, we introduce several lemmas. Notation in what follows is 
as in Proposition 1. Also we will use, without further comment, the following trivial 
note. 
Note. If XEC and ~EC then, by the maximality qf C, e,,#E(G,). 
Lemma 1. For a maximum matching A? in G1, R = R,, XEC n R and y~Cn R, the edge 
e,, is in E(G3). 
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Proof. Since [A%+’ = v(G,), A%’ u {e,,} is not a matching in Gr . So by definition of R, 
e,,EE(G& 0 
Lemma 2. Let A, x, and y be as in Lemma 1. Then for all crossing edges e,,EA! with 
ZEC, at least one of exw, ezy is in E(G,). 
Proof. Since k”=(A\{e,,})u{e,,, ezy} is not a matching in G1, this lemma is 
true. 0 
Corollary 1. If C n R and Cn R are both nonempty then R is in a connected component 
of G3, the size of which is at least 1 R I+ t where t is the number of crossing edges in A?. 
Lemma 3. Let A be good, e,,EA! and suppose either 
(a) xeCnR, eZW c C or 
(b) XEC~R, eZW c C. 
Then both of exz, exw are in E(G,). 
Proof. If e,,EE(G1) then A”=(A\{e,,})u{e,,} would be a maximum matching in 
E(G,) with more crossing edges than A! which means A%? is not good. SO, e,,EE(G3). 
Similarly, e,,EE(G3). 0 
Corollary 2. If there are x, z, w as in Lemma 3, then R u {z} is a connected subset of GJ. 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 1 and 3. 0 
Lemma 4. Let Af be good. If R c C and 1 erw n C( d 1 for all e,,EA?, then c(G3) 3 k + 1 
or R is in a connected subset of G3. 
Proof. By assumption, k= ICI is less than /.,@I + 1 =s, and [RI =n-2(s- l)= 2. Let 
R = {x, y} and suppose x, y are in different component of GJ. Then in particular 
(*) there is no WEE such that e,,,EE(G3) and e,,EE(G3). 
We show in this case that c(G,)a k+ 1. 
LetB={w~~:e,,~~forsomez~C}.Then~B~=~C~=k.Sincef(l,k+l)=k+l= 
IBu{x}l and c(G,)=k, there is a Gr edge in Bu{x} or Bu{x} is connected in G,. 
Since the latter implies c(G3) 3 k + 1, we may assume B u {x} contains an edge of Gr . 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1: there is a WEB such that e,,EE(G1). 
Case 2: there are u, WEB such that e,,EE(G1). 
For Case 1, take W’EC such that e,,,,,E.&? and let A?‘=(~H\{e,~,})u{e,,}. Then 
A’ is a maximum matching in Gr with k- 1 crossing edges. Furthermore, R’=R,, 
has nonempty intersections with C and C. So, by Corollary 1 c(G3)> k+ 1. 
For Case 2, take u’, W’EC such that e,,,,,, e ,,,.,,,EA%?. Since {u’, w‘, x, y} does not contain 
two disjoint edges of Gr , since two such edges together with (A\ {e,,,,,,,, eUGU}) u { eUw} 
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would be a matching in G1 of size k + 1, we may assume without loss of generality that 
~,,,EE(G~). On the other hand, by (*), e,,,EE(G,) implies ~,,,,,EE(G~). Now let 
~‘={(~\(e,,,,e,,,})u{e,,,,e,, }}. Then A“ is a maximum matching in G1 with 
k- 1 crossing edges, and we conclude as in Case 1 that c(G,)> k+ 1. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1. First, note 1 RI =n-2(s- 1) 32. We consider three cases: 
Case 1: CnR#@ and CnR#@ 
In this case Lemma 1 implies that R itself is connected in G3. 
Case 2: CnR=@. 
This case is covered by Lemmas 3 and 4. 
Case 3: CnR=@. 
Here 1 cl =n- k>s- 1 implies that there is an e,,EA with eZw c c. Hence by 
Corollary 2, R u { z) is connected in G3. 0 
Proposition 2. Under the same hypothesis of Proposition 1, c(G3)> k + 1. 
Proof. Suppose c(G,) d k. Let C be a fixed connected subset of Gz and .A a good 
matching w.r.t. (C, G,). Then by Proposition 1, R:= R, is contained in a connected 
component D of G,. It is sufficient to show that 1 D 13 k + 1. Let us consider two cases. 
Case 1: CnR#Qi and CnR#@ 
FromLemmas2and3,wehaveIDne,,l31foralle,,E~.HenceIDI3IR(+I~I= 
n-2(s-l)+s-l=n-(s-1)3k+l. 
Case 2: CnR=@ or CnR=8. 
Let us assume C n R =@. The other case is same. Then since R c c, we have, by 
Lemma 3, 
(a) eZw c D for all eZw c C with e,,EA. 
Claim (b) jDne,,l> 1 for all e=,,,EA’ with zcC, WCC. 
Proof Take XER c c. If e,,EE(G3) then we are done. If exzEE(G1), consider 
~%“=(~&‘\(e,,})u{e,,~.Then~Visgood w.r.t.(C, G,)and R’:=R,~=(R\{x})u{w}. 
Thus since R n R’ #@, Proposition 1 implies R u R’ c D. In particular WED. So our 
claim holds. 
From (a) and (b), we have 
This completes the proof. 0 
Finally, we will prove f(s, k) < max (s + k - 1,2s} by induction on s + k. 
Proof of Theorem. Clearly f(1, k)= k and f(s, 2)=2s. Now consider f(s+ 1, k) 
with ~31, k>3. Let n=max{s+k,2s+2}, and suppose E(K,) is partitioned 
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into E(G,), E(G,) and E(G,). We must show f(s+ 1, k)dn. Since by induction 
hypothesis 
f(s, k)<f(s+ 1, k- l)<n 
we may assume that v(G1)=s and without loss of generality c(G,)= k- 1. But then 
Proposition 2 (for parameters (s+ 1, k- 1)) implies that c(G,)> k, and the proof is 
complete. 0 
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